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"Pacific Christian revival." 1. Pastor Epeli translates as Don Clowers preaches to an estimated 3000 people in Albert Park, downtown Suva, Fiji. 2–5. The mood wavers from soulful contemplation to mass jubilation and the Don Clowers entourage films the entire event for broadcast to Christian audiences worldwide through the Trinity Television; One of the main attractions of charismatic preaching is its lively and participatory style. Often youth will be attracted and parents will follow rather than see their family be divided in church affiliation; 6. Friends and family gather with their loved ones; often those with the most serious illnesses come forward at the promise of healing.
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The Pacific Conference of Churches 9th Assembly, 2002, Rarotonga, Cook Islands
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Events at the Pacific Theological College, Suva, Fiji: 1. Graduating students, 2004, watched by members of the Faculty (2); 3. Graduation ceremony 2002 (front row from left: Principal, Rev Dr Fele Nokise, Chair of the Council, Archbishop of the Church of Melanesia Sir Ellison Pogo, Guest speaker Sister Dr Keiti Ann Kanongata'a; 4. Children of Faculty and students dance in celebration; 5. PTC Youth Band play at 2004 graduation; 6. Choir sings during the service to induct new Faculty members; 7. The Principal meets with students in the Fofola e Fala Havea-Latukefu House. 8. Students at the 2004 Sports Day;
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‘Beauty is in the eye of the beholder’
Western style advertising billboards in downtown Suva, Fiji, and the pictures on the back of mirrors in photographs 2 and 4 contrast with ‘dressing up Pacific style,’ in PNG.